
 

McCoy-Rockford is Texas’ leading office furniture provider. Founded in 1972, McCoy began as a service 

and installation company in the expanding Houston market. Our high level of service and local 

knowledge led to a partnership with Steelcase. This foundation in service was the beginning of our 

success story as Houston’s leading office furniture dealer. And to this day, service remains the backbone 

of our business.  

What truly sets McCoy apart is our unmatched breadth of furniture related services that enables our 

team to provide workplace solutions at various stages in the furniture lifecycle for clients of all sizes in 

any industry. 

With over 250 professionals, from service technicians to accredited designers to customer service 

consultants, we earned the reputation of providing a quality of service, products and experiences that is 

truly unmatched in Southeast Texas. In addition to Steelcase, McCoy also represents over 200 other 

quality manufacturers to accommodate any style, function or budget. Combined with our Floor Covering 

and Architectural Solutions divisions, McCoy has established itself as the total solution provider. Our 

comprehensive product and service solutions are designed to help our customers create an office 

environment that serves and supports their business needs. 

6,700 + 
companies served in 
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locations: 
Houston/Austin 
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McCoy-Rockford Services 

• Project Management 

• Furniture Application Design, Layout + Space Planning 

• Installation + Reconfiguration of Furniture & Interior Architecture 

• Custom Furniture, Woodworking + Refinishing 

• Furniture Maintenance + Repair—including Upholstery, Refinish + Refurbish 

• Furniture Rental 

• Asset Management & Warehouse Storage 

• Commercial Moving 

• Recycling & Liquidation 

 

 

 

 

McCoy-Rockford was recently honored to receive the Houston Chapter of IFMA’s Award of Excellence 

for its Headquarter’s Showroom Renovation Project, and has been a national winner of the IFMA 

Corporate Associate of the Year.    

 

Contact: 

Kim Bishop, VP Business Development 713.802.7116, kbishop@mccoyinc.com 


